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STARS2

- STARS/MASTARS till 2013/2
- STARS2/MASTARS2 from 2013/3
- STARS2 beta is available at
  https://stars2.naoj.hawaii.edu/
- Test and give us your comments and suggestions via web form or email.
  winegar @ naoj.org
  nakajima @ naoj.org 日本語
Welcome to STARS 2

We are currently testing MASTARS 2 Download from Japan by querying STARS 2 in Hawaii. Your Download URLs will include Mitaka Japan options. Please continue, test, and comment.

Welcome STARS 2 user!

If you want to download one Proposal ID
1. access MySTARS button at upper left
2. find your proposal from My Proposals, select Query link.
3. choose instrument, select Search button
4. When results are correct, select Store Query button
5. select Last Stored Query (YELLOW link in middle above results table)
6. select Access Data link (in YELLOW tables on right)
7. use download manager like DownThemAll for Firefox to download from directory listings

Follow the YELLOW links to your data!

If you want to query data using search criteria
1. choose Search by
   - ProposalID & Instrument,
   - ProposalID (any instrument), or
   - Observation Date (any instrument)
2. Enter search criteria, click checkbox to apply criteria, press Search button, repeat with new criteria
3. When results are correct, press Store Query button
4. select Last Stored Query (YELLOW link in middle above results table)
5. select Access Data link (in YELLOW tables on right)
6. use download manager like DownThemAll for Firefox to download from directory listings
PROMS2

- web form since S12A
  https://proms.naoj.hawaii.edu/proms2/login.html
- Don’t be patient with possible bugs. Just send us your claims to promsopr@nao.ac.jp
- Your comments and suggestions are welcome.
National Astronomical Observatory of Japan
Subaru Telescope
Proposal Management System 2.0 (ProMS 2.0)

Input your STARS ID/password to login.
If you don't have a STARS ID,
input your ProMS ID/password.

ID
Password

login

Note: username and password provided by ProMS
email submission system (~S11B) are not valid here.

Changes from the last semester:
(1) If you are NOT familiar with LaTeX, please select the LaTeX radio button 'no'.
The default has been changed to 'yes'.
(2) Listing your Co-l's email addresses is mandatory.
(3) You keep staying in the input page after pushing 'Save this proposal temporally'.